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Chapter 1862
Elma: “…”
She really didn’t expect that Dalia would come to this set.
The pair of scissors was on her neck with its mouth open. If Dalia
accidentally moved her hand, her aorta would be cut off on the spot.
Qiu Cun’s face turned sallow with fright.
“You… don’t… don’t mess around, Dalia, you… calm down, you treat
me like this, you’re killing, you know, if you kill, you want to Jail, you…
don’t mess around.”
“I… I was joking with you just now, I didn’t really want to rob your child,
I now… I have figured it out, Kraig and I are not suitable for us , we
are already in the past tense.”
“I don’t want to marry Kraig anymore!”
“Really, I promise you, I will never miss your husband again, I…I will
stay away from your husband, really…”
“You… you take the scissors farther, take it farther…”
In the end, Qiu Cun was so frightened that his legs became weak.

She didn’t dare to sit down on the ground.
She was afraid that the scissors in Dalia’s hand could kill her if she
was not careful.
At this time, Dalia sneered viciously: “Elma! Do you think my Dalia is
still the original Dalia?”
“I tell you! Kraig is mine! My husband!”
“His people! His property! His rights, everything he owns is mine!”
“From now on, whoever dares to rob me of my man and everything
from my man, I will make her die! I, Dalia, do what I say!”
“Also! Who would dare to rob my child! I’ll cut her into ten thousand
pieces with scissors!”
“Don’t provoke my patience! Otherwise, Elma, I want you to taste the
cold feeling of these scissors.”
“Elma, would you like to try it? It’s very cool.”
Elma’s lips turned purple in fright: “No, no, no, no! I don’t want to try, I
don’t want to! I’m sorry Miss Du, no no no, Mrs. Jun, Mrs. Jun, I… I
already know I’m wrong. Now, I will never do it again, please forgive
me, please forgive me.”
“I’ll bring you tea and water in the future, and I’ll pour you water for
your feet.”
“You…you are not a lowly woman, you are Mrs. Jun, Mrs. Jun, you
are the first lady of Kyoto, please…”
Qiu Cun’s frightened soul was almost gone.
“Go away!” Dalia sneered.
“You… what did you say?” Qiu Cun couldn’t believe it.
“I’m sick when I see you! Next time I see you, I won’t be as
soft-hearted as I am now. Next time, as long as I see you, it’s when I
want to kill you!”

Elma: “Okay, okay! I’ll get out now!”
“Also!” Dalia pinched Elma’s hair again.
With a fierce swipe of his hand, Elma’s hair was pulled out abruptly:
“Elma, listen to my mother! Never mess with a mother in the future!
Especially a mother who has just given birth to a cub! Don’t you I’ve
heard that bitches who have just given birth have a tight mouth, as
long as they bite you, they will bite you to death!”
“Today, you can only blame yourself!”
“Yes…Yes, yes, I know I’m wrong Mrs. Jun, I blame myself today…”
At this moment, Elma’s soul was scared away.
She just wanted to run away.
She had even forgotten that the purpose of her visit today was to give
Dalia a slap in the face.
She had long forgotten that her ultimate goal was to take back Kraig
and treat Dalia’s child as her own.
She forgot everything.
At this moment, Qiu Cun just wanted to run for his life.
If she could get out of this ward alive and let her kneel down and learn
how to bark, she would be willing.
“You’re disgusting, you’re a slave!” Dalia said with great disgust.
“Yes…Yes, I…I was originally a slave. I used to be a slave girl to
many men in foreign countries. Those men took off my clothes and
tied them with chains. I’m tethered…” Elma told Dalia the most
unknown side of him.

Chapter 1863
The purpose is to win Dalia’s happiness.
To make Dalia happy, she let go.

Who knew that Dalia was even more disgusted when she heard Elma
really say this.
“You’re so disgusting! It’s too right that Jing Yu didn’t choose you! Get
out now!” Dalia said of her expulsion.
At the same time, the hand holding Elma’s hair was released, and the
scissors were removed.
Qiu Cun’s heart suddenly fell to the ground.
She really did not expect that a woman who has not had children and
who has had children is so different.
Although Dalia, who has no children, is thirty-five years old, she is as
ignorant as a girl, and now, Dalia is a full-fledged tigress.
Very sturdy!
Even a week ago, she was in danger.
But now, Dalia is still a very sturdy and powerful tigress.
This was Elma’s negligence.
Ignoring a mother who just gave birth is really powerful.
Fortunately, she was let go.
Fortunately she escaped.
Elma lowered her head, her eyes flickered with this vicious light, and
when she raised her head, she still looked at Dalia miserably: “Mrs.
Jun, I’m leaving now, I’m leaving now! I’m leaving now!”
The words must be spoken, she also rolled and crawled and ran out
of the ward.
On this side, Dalia also trembled with her hands.
Her scissors fell on her body, just poking her leg, but her leg was not
even half wounded.

That is a toy scissors.
This is the gynecology department. There are many mothers who
have just given birth. Many mothers have second children. Most of the
first children are four or five-year-old children. Many children are here
to accompany their mothers.
One of the children often came to Dalia’s ward to play. He was a child
who liked to ask why.
The child asked Dalia, “Auntie, how did you lose such a long umbilical
cord as a child?”
Dalia said patiently, “Well, it was cut with scissors.”
The child suddenly cried in fright: “Auntie, does… does my brother
hurt?”
Dalia: “…”
She couldn’t answer, she didn’t know, but she wanted to comfort the
child’s heart, she said, “If it’s a toy scissors, if it doesn’t hurt the skin, it
won’t hurt.”
The child remembered.
Toy scissors.
The next day, the child took a pair of artificial toy scissors and came to
Dalia: “Auntie, I gave you these scissors, and you can use them when
you give birth to your second baby. Now my mother has scissors like
this. It’s useless because she’s giving birth to her second child now.”
Dalia: “…”
While her heart was warm, she also accepted the scissors.
Unexpectedly, it came in handy today.
Dalia took the scissors and said with a smile: “Scissors, scissors, you
tied me, don’t look at you are toy scissors, in terms of deterring
scumbags, you can play the same role as real scissors, I will in the
future Be sure to take good care of you.”

As soon as Dalia’s voice fell, she heard a strange laugh at the door:
“Well, you Dalia, you actually cheated on me! You didn’t expect that I
didn’t go far after I left the ward!”
“Now, let me see what else are you using to scare me!” Elma looked
at Dalia with an extremely sinister look, and said viciously.
Dalia was not surprised at all.
She calmly said to Elma, “Miss Qiu, look behind you, who is it?”
As soon as Elma turned around, his whole body turned into an ice
sculpture: “…”
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Chapter 1864
“Elma! Are you here to seek death?” Rayna held a short wooden stick
in his hand.
Beside her, stood Galia.
Galia held the same stick in his hand.
The stick was shining brightly.
It looks very real.
The two women approached Elma step by step.

“Elma! Madam, I haven’t hit anyone for a long time, and my hands are
itchy. Guess if my little wooden stick is on your butt, no… I mean if it’s
on your face If you go up, guess, will your face be as plump as your
butt?” Rayna looked at Elma with a bright smile and asked.
Elma was completely frightened.
She was tongue-tied: “You… where did you guys come from?”
Galia immediately sneered: “Elma! Because you are here, Qingrong
and I ran all the way! Both of our high heels ran away! You bastard!
@You didn’t see that neither of us were wearing shoes!”
“Qingrong’s foot was cut by a stone! There is still a thorn on the toe!”
“These, today have to be counted on your head!”
Galia was right.
She and Rayna came here on a temporary basis.
Originally, the main task of the two of them recently was to take care
of Dalia and Sanford’s wife Shang Hongmei who was not far away.
Coincidentally, the two of them happened to go out to buy something
for Shang Hongmei. Dalia’s child bought some diapers or something.
Thank goodness for going far.
In the maternity and baby supermarket near the hospital.
Just when they were choosing supplies, Galia received a call from
Dalia.
Dalia’s tone was very anxious: “Galia, Qingrong, Elma is coming
here!”
At that time, Galia and Rayna were stunned for a moment, their hair
standing on end.
Rayna immediately said: “Aunt Shanshan, you…call the nurse first,
and Galia and I will rush over immediately, but no matter how fast it is,
it will take three or five minutes, but I don’t know these three things. In
five minutes, that woman can do things.”

But I never thought about it, Dalia on the other end of the phone said
calmly: “You don’t need to call a nurse, I can delay for three or five
minutes or even five or six minutes, you don’t have to worry.”
Galia immediately asked: “Sister Shan, you… what do you have to do?
Elma is a desperado who has turned into a woman, how do you deal
with her? You must protect yourself and protect yourself. Good you
baby, we’re here, five minutes to go and we’re running wild…”
At the other end, Dalia said resolutely and calmly: “You all want to
come over as soon as possible, I’m afraid that woman is very cunning,
so in the end I can’t deal with her alone, but today I must let this
woman Elma know, What is a mother!”
“You can offend anyone in this world! Just don’t offend a mother!”
“I must let Elma taste my Dalia’s power today!”
“I want her to know what a tigress is!”
After saying this, Galia laughed.
Rayna also smiled.
She ran out of breath and said, “Good aunt Shanshan, come on! Be
sure to protect yourself! Galia and I will be there in four minutes!”
After hanging up, Dalia used a pair of fake scissors to delay with
Elma.
The moment she saw Elma, Dalia really wanted to turn Elma into a
murderer! The greatest enemy in this life has been killed!
In this way, he can take revenge for Big Brother.
But, Dalia’s body is really too weak.
If she fought against Elma head-on, she would really not be able to
fight Elma.
Therefore, under the balance, she could only scare Elma away first.

At first, when Elma first entered the door, Dalia spoke to Elma with a
calm and stern cut, the purpose of which was to scare Elma away.
But Elma’s woman is too cunning.
She would not be frightened by Dalia at all, she was a woman who did
not see a rabbit but not an eagle.
At that moment, Dalia was also very nervous.

Chapter 1865
However, the more nervous she became, the braver and crueler she
became!
She must teach this woman a lesson today. Even without the artificial
toy scissors, Dalia has thought about it. She must wait for Elma to
come to her, grab Elma’s hair unexpectedly, and then she Biting
Elma’s neck.
She had already made up her mind.
However, the subsequent process was quite smooth.
Using a pair of toy scissors, Qiu Cun’s heart was frightened.
However, this woman Elma really deserves to be an old fox.
She is so cunning.
After she rolled out of the ward, she felt that something was wrong.
In the ward, it is also a ward for mothers and babies. How can there
be a pair of bright scissors?
Moreover, the one that saw Ming Shining was really a bit fake.
Could it be that it was a fake scissors.
As soon as she thought about it, she saw a four or five-year-old girl
walking out of the ward opposite. The little girl held a bright and
shining sword in her hand, and while waving the sword, she said,

“Hehe, I want to Go to the brother next door to play, my sword must
be longer than his scissors, hum!”
Elma immediately understood that the pair of scissors that Dalia was
holding was really a fake pair of scissors.
Dalia was just trying to scare her Elma.
Oh shit!
What a shame!
To be frightened by such a lowly, very timid and cowardly woman who
just gave birth to a child!
no!
Go back immediately, you must kill this woman!
Elma stayed outside the ward for less than a minute, then turned
around and came in.
She looked at Dalia with grim eyes, but did not realize that two women
had entered behind her.
That is Galia and Rayna.
Because they were too worried about Dalia’s safety, Galia and Rayna
really ran off to the ward.
It’s not bad!
Fortunately, they just arrived.
This goddamn woman is such a jerk!
I’ve beaten her several times, but she still doesn’t change!
Today, you’re welcome!
“Elma! Just now my aunt Shanshan was holding fake scissors, but
now take a closer look at what I have in my hands? It’s real scissors.”
In front of Elma, the sharp point of the scissors poked Elma’s waist.

“Be good to me! Otherwise, if I go down with the scissors, you will
die!”
“Don’t think that I, Rayna, can’t do it, I’ll tell you! I’m a down-to-earth
shrew! I’ve been very experienced in fighting since I was a child!
Follow us obediently! Otherwise, you’re dead!” Rayna was not joking
at all The tone of voice really frightened Elma.
She was supported on the arm by Galia and Rayna.
The three of them, like three girlfriends, walked out talking and
laughing.
They did not leave the hospital.
Instead, I found a place where there is no surveillance and no one.
Three people, two to one, Galia and Rayna, one holding two small
short sticks and the other holding two shoes.
“You…what are you doing?” Elma was completely frightened.
She was so frightened that she suddenly wanted to urinate.
Galia carried the two shoes, shrugged her shoulders innocently and
said, “Elma, I just think your face is small. I’ll use the soles of your
shoes to help you round your face a little bit, would you say?”
“No…” Qiu Cun backed away in fright.
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Chapter 1866
However, this time, there was no way for her to escape.
Galia and Rayna had long wanted to give this woman a hard lesson.
Within an hour, Elma’s face was swollen like a rotten eggplant.
“Listen to me with the surname Qiu! You are back from abroad! You
can make waves! But we are not afraid of you! Me, Galia, Suzi, and
my aunt Shanshan, the four of us are Brothers and sisters! Who dares
to bully the four of us! We will sweep everything! No matter what!”
Elma was beaten, and he couldn’t even utter a complete sentence.
Blood dripped from the corners of her mouth.
How unlucky is she?
Since the last time she returned to China, the first thing she was
beaten was these two women, who beat her hard outside Kraig’s
leisure villa.
Since then, she was either beaten by Pan Haoyang, or by Kraig, or by
Kraig, or abused by Pan Haoyang again. Later, she was abused by
Pan Haoyang, neither male nor female.
OK, back home! She also joined forces with the Jin family, and Fu Fu
Zhengxiong and his wife also supported her, but Elma was still beaten
by these two vixen-like women.
Her face is rotten than a ripe persimmon.
Previously just lost the right to be a mother, and now. Elma
completely lost the capital to be a beautiful woman.
She could imagine that in the future, even if her face healed, scars
would remain.
“No!” Qiu Cun roared in his heart, “No, I am not disfigured! I must not
be disfigured!”

“No… it shouldn’t be like this, it shouldn’t be like this! Today I’m sure
I’m safe! I… Jin Meitian! Jin Meitian, you damn woman, where are you
now!”
“You killed me! You killed me so much! Jin Meitian, you damn woman,
come out for me!”
At this moment, Jin Meitian couldn’t hear Elma cursing her.
At this moment, Jin Meitian and Shen Weiyi had just come out of the
hamburger shop.
Shen only had enough to eat, and Jin Meitian was also satisfied.
She had already made up her mind to find a place to throw this
shrewd child away!
Anyway, this child also had a precedent for escaping from Pan
Haoyang. Anyway, this child was very rebellious in the Fu family’s old
house, and it was very difficult to discipline.
She’s quite the bad boy.
Just let her lose it.
After making up her mind, Jin Meitian deliberately guided Shen Weiyi:
“Shen Weiyi, my aunt brought you out today, and my aunt really wants
to be your friend. Tell my aunt, do you usually go to the playground?
Closed places, you are tired of going, you don’t want to go, right?”
Shen Weiyi blinked his eyes immediately, and asked in surprise,
“Aunt Meitian, you…how do you know everything, Aunt Meitian, are
you the roundworm in my stomach?”
Jin Meitian’s heart suddenly felt nauseated.
However, on the surface, she still said with Yan Yuese: “Aunt Meitian
is not a roundworm in your stomach. The reason why Aunt Meitian
knows you so well is because every day she also grew up from the
age of five or six. When Aunt Meitian was a child, I also really want to
go to a free place to play, but Aunt Meitian has always been followed
by someone.”

“So, you are very unhappy, right Auntie!” Shen Weiyi looked at Jin
Meitian with bright eyes.
Those eyes are conveying something to Jin Meitian, that is, she now
trusts Jin Meitian more and more.
Jin Meitian continued to persuade Shen Weiyi: “The only one, today
Auntie is driving. You can go wherever you want to go. Auntie’s car is
full of gas, which is enough for you to play like crazy today.”
“Okay Auntie! I love you Auntie the most! Auntie, I promise that if
someone robs you of my father, I will definitely go for you! Don’t worry!
I will help you defeat those women together!” Shen Weiyi vowed to Jin
Meitian Speaking of.
Jin Meitian was very happy.
I couldn’t help but said contemptuously: “Little brat! Do you have a lot
of intentions! Is it a cunning fox? I want to see today, how cunning you
are in front of my grown-up!”
“However, if you want to blame you, blame your grandparents!”

Chapter 1867
“You were the first to talk about your grandparents! They don’t want
you! They have already made up their minds to throw you away! Only
by throwing you away first! Can I truly marry your biological father
without any worries!”
“Sorry for the sly little fox! From now on, Arron will not be your father!
You can only be a wanderer or a ghost!”
“As for your dad, he will be my child’s dad in the near future, haha!”
While driving aimlessly, Jin Meitian was thinking of beautiful things in
her heart.
The car was indeed just as she said, just wandering around in the
streets and alleys, and Shen Weiyi stuck his head out from time to
time to look at this and that.

What made Jin Meitian secretly pleasantly surprised was that Shen
Weiyi, the cunning little fox, was actually guiding her along the way to
let her drive, and the place where she drove out became more and
more desolate and deviated from the urban area.
In the end, he came to a very desolate place.
what!
This little bad thing!
Always self-righteous, always pointless.
In the end, it took them both to such a perfect place to throw away
children.
Jin Meitian is also not familiar with Nancheng, nor does she know
where it is?
All she knew was that it was desolate here.
what! What a godsend opportunity!
Just throw this cunning little fox here!
Let her be called Tianbuling and earth should not!
“Auntie, it’s… so desolate here.” Shen Weiyi asked timidly.
“Are you afraid?” Jin Meitian looked at Shen Weiyi puzzled: “Isn’t this
where you asked your aunt to come, aunt thought you came here
often to play, why, are you afraid now? But, what are you afraid of?
It’s out in the wild and the air is good.”
Hearing Jin Meitian say this, Shen Weiyi immediately relaxed.
She smiled and looked at Jin Meitian: “Auntie…Can I go down…go
down to urinate?”
Jin Meitian looked at Shen Weiyi and said nothing.
She sneered in her heart: “Do you want to escape?”

“You’ve already arrived here, and you thought of escaping? Ha! I want
to see, in this place, so far away from the city, how can you walk back
to your kindergarten, and then walk home from kindergarten!”
what!
It’s true that God blesses her Jin Meitian so much.
Jin Meitian shrugged and said to Shen Weiyi in a joking tone: “It’s
okay little dumpling, even if you urinate once on this road, my aunt still
thinks that you are a little lady. However, you can’t be in the middle of
Malaysia, Step aside, step aside…”
Jin Meitian just wanted Shen Weiyi to get out of the car quickly and
pull aside.
Then, she, Jin Meitian, turned around and left this desolate place.
However, just as she started the engine and was about to turn around
and drive back, a monster suddenly appeared beside her car door.
The monster was furry, like a chimpanzee. The monster’s face was
extremely grim looking at Jin Meitian in the cab, pampering her with a
quirky smile: “Hehehehe…”
Jin Meitian was frightened, her body covered with goose bumps, she
screamed in shock: “Ghost… expensive!”
At the same time, she stepped on her feet unconsciously, and the car
galloped forward like an arrow.
However, the car did not go 50 meters away, and the car fell into a
huge septic tank.
“Haha! You’re done!” Shen Weiyi smiled very proudly behind the car.
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Chapter 1868
Jin Meitian, who was fading into the stinky ditch, was stunned.
At that moment, she had a feeling of being on the verge of death. Her
mind went blank. After a few seconds of pause, she remembered that
she had a life-saving hammer in her car. Then, she picked up the
life-saving hammer and slammed the glass door.
At the moment when the glass was shattered, a foul stench poured in.
In fact, the stinky ditch is not big or deep.
The deepest place is half a person deep.
But this was enough to overwhelm Jin Meitian’s engine.
The stench of muddy water, feces and urine poured into the car
through the glass door, and got Jin Meitian all over her body. She
wanted to climb out of the window to escape, and after all the tossing,
she made her face, not only that, after she crawled out half body, It
suddenly occurred to me, where did she go?
You can’t just put your whole body upside down in the wicked ditch,
right?
Going back again, she found that her car was about to crook.
She was swaying, she didn’t dare to move at all, if she backed up, the
car might overturn all of a sudden, in that case, she would really
drown in this stinky ditch less than one meter. .
Ow!

Growing up so big, Jin Meitian has never been so embarrassed.
She endured the unpleasant stench, and half of her body was lying
out of the car window and half of her body was in the car, hanging like
this, desperately shouting: “Help! Help! Shen Wei, you goddamn
goddamn, you can’t be well. die…”
Here, Shen Weiyi was hiding in Uncle Christopher’s car, smiling ‘jijijiji’.
After laughing, she looked at Christopher worriedly again: “Uncle
Christopher, will she…will die?”
Christopher asked, “Do you want her to die?”
Shen Weiyi shook his head: “I don’t want to.”
Christopher: “…”
After all, a child is a child. She is only six years old. She is still a very
kind child. Even though she hates this woman who blatantly grabbed
her mother’s position, Shen Weiyi still doesn’t want this woman to die.
The child’s heart is soft.
She has become like grown up, but she is still not as ruthless as
adults.
Christopher’s heart suddenly became sour, he put one arm around
the only one, and said softly: “No, little princess, this stinky ditch is
very shallow, she won’t die, even if her car really rolls over. If so, I’ll go
back and save her, besides, in a few minutes, there will be a garbage
truck coming here, she can’t be saved, she won’t die.”
Shen Weiyi immediately looked up at Christopher with relief: “That’s
good, Uncle Christopher.”
Christopher: “…”
He held the little princess tighter with one arm.
He didn’t tell the little princess that in fact, Jin Meitian, Elma and Qin
Wenyu originally worked together to lose the only one, and they even
thought of killing the only one.

The reason is that the only one is Suzi’s child.
The only bad discipline.
The only one who doesn’t kiss Fu Zhengxiong, let alone Qin Wenyu.
What they did to Shen Weiyi far exceeded what Shen Weiyi did to
them. To put it bluntly, a six-year-old child, no matter how cruel he
was, how could he be cruel to a few adults?
To blame, they can only blame them for not being uniquely smart or
having unique ideas.
However, at this moment, Christopher didn’t tell the only one.
He didn’t want to make the only sad, Zaizai looked more like an adult
than the other day.
The six-year-old child has not yet started the first grade of primary
school, and her experience is enough to make her sad.
Christopher didn’t want to let Weiyi suffer any more blows.
He only said to Shen Weiyi softly, “Let’s go back to the little princess.
This scene will continue. Only if the acting is realistic, can your mother
come back to you and your father earlier.”

Chapter 1869
When he said this, Shen Wei’s eyes suddenly turned red.
She held back the tears in her eyes and looked up at Christopher:
“Uncle Yan, I…have never dared to cry in front of my father, because I
was afraid that my father would be sad, Uncle Yan, tell me, I
Mom…and my brother and sister, can you come back?”
Hearing Shen Weiyi ask this, Christopher burst into tears instantly.
His throat was choked up, and he was speechless for a long time.
After calming down for a long time, he said to Shen Weiyi: “Yes! Your
mother will definitely come back! Who is your mother! Back then, your
mother’s biological father chased and killed her for six years, much

more brutal than now. But your mother still came back alive, your
mother is the most vigorous and tenacious woman I have ever seen in
this world, she will be fine!”
Shen Weiyi smiled and looked at Christopher: “Really, Uncle
Christopher?”
“Trust me!” Christopher said solemnly.
He must have added another sentence: “Uncle Christopher has never
lied to the only one, right?”
Shen Weiyi finally nodded reassuringly: “Yes, Uncle Christopher has
never lied to me, my mother, and my younger siblings, will definitely
come back!”
The little girl looked at Christopher with a smile: “Uncle Christopher,
let’s go back. I’ll watch my dad act in a while.”
“Okay.” Christopher helped Shen Wei to fasten his seat belt. When he
started the car, he saw a garbage delivery car approaching with two
escorts beside the car.
Christopher thought to himself, that woman was saved.
So, he drove away without looking back.
Here, Jin Meitian in the stinky ditch was as Christopher expected. She
struggled a few times before a garbage truck stopped in front of her.
The garbage truck was very smelly. The people delivering the
garbage were wearing protective clothing. When the man saw the
trapped child, the people in the stinky ditch, the two people who
followed the driver’s family were immediately stunned.
The person in front of her looked like a woman, because her clothes
were all wet and her body was uneven.
But this woman’s head and upper body are contaminated with rubbish
feces and urine.
There were even a few living creatures crawling around her neck.
OMG!

Even if a few of them are sending garbage, they have never seen
such a garbage person.
It just stinks.
Seeing a few people coming, Jin Meitian immediately shouted
desperately, “Help… help.”
One of the men couldn’t help but ask: “Hey, miss, you… stinky, that…
stinky lady, you… how are you… How did you end up in this
junkyard?”
Jin Meitian: “Help!”
She was going to be so angry, if it wasn’t for the need to be rescued
now, she really wanted that knife to hack these people to death!
The other man was still pinching his nose: “But you are so stinky, let
us…how…how to save you?”
Jin Meitian: “Please, please, save me, save me, okay? I… I have
money, I will give you money.”
Only then did a few men reluctantly endure the smell and drag her
person and car out of the stinky ditch.
Half an hour later, the car and the people came out.
All four were stinky.
However, the most smelly is Jin Meitian.
One of them immediately called 120, and the towing company.
At this time, Jin Meitian’s cell phone also rang.
The few garbage people who rescued her couldn’t believe it.
Everyone was soaked in the stinky ditch, but the phone was still intact.
The smelly Jin Meitian looked at the few people who rescued her
arrogantly. Take out the phone and shake it.
Rich people are rich people, and the phones she uses are waterproof.

Not only waterproof, but also resistant to foul-smelling water.
She flipped the feces and urine on her phone with her hands, and
when she saw the caller ID, she was immediately surprised: “Hey, that
Fu… Mr. Fu.”
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At the other end, Arron’s voice smelled of wine, but that voice made
him more manly: “Miss Jin, hello, I want to ask the only one who didn’t
make you angry, that child. Naughty, come back after you play
outside for a while. I’m afraid she will disturb you.”
Jin Meitian: “That…”
Jin Meitian wanted to cry a little when she heard Arron’s voice.
However, she held back for a moment. When she washed her nose
and was about to speak, Arron asked again at the other end, “What’s
wrong, Miss Jin?”
Jin Meitian said immediately, “It’s okay, it’s okay, Mr. Fu.”
Arron: “Then come back early. After my grandfather’s business is
done, I’ll invite you to dinner to express my thanks. I still have
something to do here. I’ll hang up first.”
After saying that, Arron hung up the phone.

At this end, Jin Meitian suddenly felt a little joy in her heart.
She forgot that she stinks.
She suddenly realized that Arron probably didn’t even know that Shen
Weiyi was trying to treat her like this.
From Qin Wenyu’s mouth, she knew a lot about Shen Weiyi’s past.
She heard that Weiyi had caused a lot of trouble just at the Fu family’s
old house. Such a small child, who looked only six years old, was
actually very bad. of.
Today’s incident seems to be Shen Wei’s prank, and Arron doesn’t
know it at all.
While thinking so, she also saw the grimace mask on the ground.
It was a silicone grimace mask.
From the appearance, it looks like a very realistic human face, but
there are dark red bloodstains all over the face, and the eye sockets
are also full of blood red.
It was this human skin mask that slipped Jin Meitian’s foot in fright,
stepped on the accelerator, and madly got into the stinky ditch.
Jin Meitian was so angry that she wished she could smash this
human-skinned grimace to pieces.
She gritted her teeth angrily, but heard the three men behind her say:
“We saved you, how can you thank us! I think your car is a good car,
you seem to be quite rich!”
Jin Meitian immediately yelled at several people, “Want to deceive
me?”
Several people:”……”
“Do you know who I am! Ah! This old lady, no way! The old lady is the
fiancée of Arron of Nancheng Fu Group!”
“Arron, president of Nancheng Fu Group! Haven’t you heard of it!”

One of them immediately said: “Who hasn’t heard of Arron! But Arron
has a wife! And he loves his wife very much. Two years ago, he even
announced it on the official Weibo of the Fu Group. !”
“Why are you his fiancee? You’re cheating with this trick!”
“Bah!” Jin Meitian, who has always claimed to be very educated, very
ladylike, and very ladylike, is very shrewd at this moment.
She cursed with a foul mouth: “Is that his wife?”
“That’s crap! It’s a b!tch
goods! Shameless stuff! Originally a prisoner! There is no woman as
cheap as her in the entire Nancheng! She confuses my fiancé with the
most obscene means possible! Now my fiancé is sober, isn’t it! “
“That woman’s reputation is stinky, even worse than the feces and
urine in this stinky ditch! How could my fiancé like her! The woman
has long since been divorced! It’s over!”
“That’s a woman who stinks more than maggots!”
“She stinks! Her daughter stinks even more! I curse her to die outside!
I curse her daughter to be taken away by wolves tonight, and there
will be no bones left!”
The furious Jin Meitian really thought of something and said
something.
Especially when the stench came from her body, the words she could
think of to scold Suzi and Shen Wei were all words related to stench.

Chapter 1871
As soon as she finished her words, several men gave her a sneering
smile.
“Are you scolding others or scolding yourself!”
“I think you are a woman who deserves to be dropped in a stinky ditch.
I knew I wouldn’t save you!”

“Go on! Don’t interfere with our work here, stand farther away! Don’t
wait for a while and we accidentally throw you into this stinky ditch as
garbage!”
Jin Meitian yelled at several people angrily: “You…you don’t send me
to the hospital? No…don’t you help me find a hotel for me to clean
up?”
One of the men laughed angrily: “Do we know you!”
“It’s not bad for saving your life!”
“We also have our own jobs!”
“Aren’t you rich? Aren’t you the fiancée of the president of the Fu
Group! Call him to pick you up!”
Jin Meitian: “…”
At this moment, Arron mustn’t let Arron know that she smells so bad.
“Please…” Jin Meitian immediately changed her tone and pleaded.
Several people said in unison: “Go away, go away, I don’t know where
the crazy woman came from, you are fine, you are so strong in
swearing, I am afraid you don’t need to check, since you have saved
your life, don’t affect it anymore. We’re working, let’s go!”
All three of them ignored Jin Meitian, they only cared about
themselves doing their own work.
In desperation, Jin Meitian could only drag his stench and walk
forward with difficulty.
Every few steps, you will meet a few sparse pedestrians. Seeing her
like this, everyone is like watching a monster, covering their mouths
and noses and running away in disgust.
In a short distance of 500 meters, she walked as long as a century.
Finally, I saw the ambulance coming. The ambulance looked like this
woman. Several doctors could not help letting her in the car. Later,

after Jin Meitian’s crying and howling, the doctor was willing to let her
go to the ambulance. car.
When she arrived at the hospital, after checking all aspects, she was
fine except for a few mouthfuls of foul-smelling dirt.
The doctor just cleaned her up a little and let her leave the hospital.
Jin Meitian walked out of the hospital and went to the nearest hotel
with such a stench.
When I came to the hotel door, as soon as I opened the door and
entered, the hotel waiter scolded very solemnly: “Where is the beggar
from? I stink all over, get out of here quickly!”
Jin Meitian was furious: “I’m not a beggar! I’m the most precious noble
in the country, and I’m a child of the Jin family! Your hotel pays tribute
to our Jin family every year!”
The waiter laughed angrily: “You are crazy! You are still suffering from
hysteria!”
“Looking at your young age, is your brain stimulated? Where is your
home, do you still know where your home is? Do you still know your
home phone number? Who else is in your home? No?” asked another
kindly waiter.
“You…” Jin Meitian was out of breath: “You guys are really deceiving
people! Dogs look down on people! I’m rich! I’m rich, can you hear me
clearly? I’m rich! I’m rich! Money can buy your entire hotel! I have
money!”
At this time, the lobby manager was alarmed. She came over and
asked, “What’s going on?”
The hotel waiter told the experience, and the experience frowned and
said: “Today, why are all the people who come here?”
After a pause, the manager said, “Let her in! All comers are guests, as
long as she has money.”

The waiter finally let Jin Meitian come in, and after taking a bath in the
hotel about five or six times, he finally smelled that the smell was
gone.
When it was getting dark, Jin Meitian put on new clothes and came
out of the hotel.
As soon as she went out, she saw an acquaintance who was also
wearing new clothes. Jin Meitian was speechless: “You…you are…”

